
AS IT WAS ON RUN 3847  
NILAI GOLDEN HILL 

(7/8/2017)  
HARE : JONATHAN FRANCIS 

PHOTOS BY: KANA 

SCRIBE BY: JEFFREY WONG 
 

Today weather is very hot, after having some snack with a group motherhash 

hashers at Nilai town. 

I reached the runsite at 5.30pm.i saw leong pang wai .beyong francis Simon 

Tee enjoying ice cream at the india motorbike seller. 

 

OnCash is busy his sub collection,before he went off for holiday. 

JM 1 is having discussion with PeterPan and Bandaraya on the Merdeka Run 

arrangement. 

Three Motherhash members Monkey, SuperOldman, Benkaw and Michael 

guest from Puchong Hash sharing history Ultra 70km runner happened 

yesterday. Today Hare is Jonathan Francis. His Master Mind Ninja, and Erik 

Blockhaus reached the runsite 5.35pm. I think he completed his 

mission of the run early. 

 

As usual, OnSec start the Run 6.00pm Sharp. about 300m. paper missing 

everybody, looking for the Run paper, i m at back i thought is 1st check,but its 

not. after 1km down the hill , that is 1st check. the on paper is top of the Hill. I 

dont know who found the check. 1km later 2nd check is at the Rubber 

plantation, then turn in to Oil Palm plantation, after 1 km we turn to the High 

tension Trail. 

 

I meet Russell and David Hirst under the High Tension Tower, and Russell is 

waiting for his Brother Clifton, i told him might took the shortcut back to Run 

site. 

 

After 2km on the high tension Trial we turn to the Salak Tinggi housing estate. 

3rd check is at entrance of the Housing Estate, then on at the banana 

plantation, a cross the 4 check at the construction work in progress area, and 



4th check at the Junction, after turn into another Oil Palm Plantation, from GPS 

i know the Run site is nearby. 

 

The first runner is Sotong come out 7.24pm follow by Flying Man 7.25pm. 

I completed at 7.45pm. Good Run. thank you for the Hare doing the Virgin Run 

for me to enjoy. 
 

 


